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Attendance

Please enter your name and district in the chat for attendance 
credit.
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Acknowledgement Statement

You understand and acknowledge that

the training you are about to take does not cover the entire 
scope of the program; and that

you are responsible for knowing and understanding all 
handbooks, manuals, alerts, notices, and guidance, as well as any 
other forms of communication that provide further guidance, 
clarification, or instruction on operating the program.
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Survey #1

Which of the following USDA Foods programs does your district 
currently participate in? (select all that apply)

 Regular USDA Foods (Brown Box)
 USDA Foods Processing
 DoD Farm to School
 DoD Fresh
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Class Outline

1. What is the Food Distribution Program?
2. DoD Fresh Program
3. DoD Farm to School
4. USDA Foods Processing
5. Regular USDA Foods
6. Receiving, Storing and Handling USDA Foods
7. Reminders and Summary
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Terms
 CE - Contracting Entity
 DLA - Defense Logistics Agency
 DoD - Department of Defense 
 FFAVORS - Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Order/Receipt System
 FDP - Food Distribution Program 
 FSMC - Food Service Management Company
 NSLP - National School Lunch Program
 PAL - Planned Assistance Level
 RFP - Request for Proposal
 SBP - School Breakfast Program 
 TDA - Texas Department of Agriculture 
 TLS - Total Lunches Served
 TX-UNPS - Texas Unified Nutrition Programs System
 USDA - United States Department of Agriculture
 VPT - Value Pass Through



What is the Food 
Distribution Program?
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Domestically 
grown foods

CEs
U

SD
A

Presenter
Presentation Notes
USDA Foods are domestically grown foods from farms across the US that are procured by the USDA for CEs to use in their food service operations.   USDA Foods are commonly called commodities. When people heard the word “commodities” they thought that these products were of low quality. In an effort to avoid this stereotype, the products are now called “USDA Foods”. In fact, these foods are of very high quality and are from the same companies that you would buy from commercially such as Tyson, Del Monte and Land O’ Lakes. You might occasionally hear the term “commodities” used interchangeably with “USDA Foods” throughout the training. 



10Purpose

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK the participants why they think the Food Distribution Program was created. CLICK the presentation to reveal one of the key roles of the Food Distribution Program. EXPLAIN that the program was created in the 1930’s to serve two key roles, one of which is to support domestic agriculture markets. The USDA was able to purchase surplus crops to help control market values and support American farmers. The program has changed considerably in recent years and is now a request driven system. Each year, the USDA compiles food requests from schools throughout the nation and takes bids from the agriculture industry for those requested foods.  CLICK presentation to reveal the second key role. EXPLAIN that the second key role of the Food Distribution Program is to support federal nutrition programs. This program can help CEs participating in the NSLP curb the commercial costs of food by providing a variety of nutritious foods that meet the current meal pattern requirements. Nationally, USDA provides support to approximately 100,000 public and private nonprofit schools through the FDP. From July 2013 through June 2014, Texas schools participating in the NSLP received nutritious foods valued at approximately $160,000,000 through the FDP.   EMPHASIZE that the program only supports about 20% of food purchases for CEs. The CE controls 80% of the food they receive through their commercial purchases.  INSTRUCTOR NOTE: REVIEW page 8 of the participant guide with the class. Make sure they wrote support domestic agriculture markets and provide nutritious foods for federal nutrition programs in the space provided. EMPHASIZE that the program only supports about 20% of food purchases for CEs. The CE controls 80% of the food they receive through their commercial purchases. 



11TDA’s Role

USDA is the 
federal 
agency 

responsible 
for the FDP. 

TDA 
administers  
the FDP in 

Texas. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLICK the presentation to reveal call out boxes. EXPLAIN that the USDA is the federal agency responsible for the FDP. TDA, by agreement with USDA, administers the FDP in Texas. TDA has the following responsibilities: Monitoring CE entitlement Providing technical assistance to processors and CEs, ensuring program compliance with regulations and policiesOrdering USDA Foods on behalf of CEsTo access more information about the FDP, go to squaremeals.org/Programs/Food Distribution Program. Here you can find policy information, forms, training and general program information.  We will review this website at the end of the training.



Who is eligible to 
participate?

All CEs participating in NSLP.

The option to receive USDA Foods 
is up to the CE and not a mandate.

12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that public, charter, and private schools as well as residential child care institutions (RCCIs) participating in the NSLP are eligible to participate in the Food Distribution Program. The option to receive USDA foods is up to the CE, including CEs that have contracts with a FSMC or caterer.



Entitlement 
Dollars

Entitlement represents the VALUE of the food that 
you receive.

 It is NOT out-of-pocket money.

13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that entitlement represents the value of the food that you receive, and it is not out-of-pocket money. You might hear these terms used interchangeably with entitlement:Entitlement dollarsPlanned Assistance Level (PAL) dollarsCommodity dollars Each year, program participants are allotted an entitlement dollar amount based on total reimbursable lunches served from the previous year. TDA decides how much entitlement is distributed amongst CEs based on information it receives from USDA.   



14How is 
Entitlement 
Calculated?

• TDA posts the commodity rate of assistance on the FDP message board.
• Entitlement amount changes throughout the year.

Total Lunches 
Served

Commodity Rate 
of Assistance

Estimated 
Entitlement

1000

$0.24

$240.00

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that entitlement is based off of the previous year’s total reimbursable lunches served. The commodity rate of assistance is updated each year and published by the USDA on or around July 1st.  CLICK the presentation to display a message about entitlement.EXPLAIN that TDA will post the commodity rate of assistance on the FDP message board, which is found in the Texas Unified Nutrition Programs System (TX-UNPS), and on www.squaremeals.org on the FDP page. The amount of entitlement may change several times throughout the year based on different events which you will see in upcoming slides.  TXUNPS is TDA’s software for nutrition program management, utilizing the internet to provide Food Distribution Program users with efficient and immediate access to CE contracts, requests for USDA Foods, entitlement, inventory, and other FDP functions. This online system also allows TDA to communicate with CEs. Mention that the school superintendent and food service director will receive communication from TDA in January with the estimated entitlement amount awarded to the school for the new program year.  The program year runs from July through June. Your entitlement dollars do not rollover from year to year. TDA will prorate the entitlement dollars remaining at the state level from the prior year to all schools no later than November. You should spend all of your entitlement in the year it is earned.



USDA Foods Cycle

Spring
In March/April TDA 
generates results of 

surveys into 
truckload quantities 
to submit orders for 
food from USDA. 

The USDA will use 
orders to announce 
solicitations or bids 

from industry.

In June, the DoD 
Farm to School 
survey closes. 

In July, USDA 
publishes the actual 
rate of assistance. 
This may change 

the amount of your 
entitlement. 
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Summer FallWinter
Preparations for a 
new program year 
starts in January. 
Current meal 
counts and an 
estimated rate of 
assistance are 
used to calculate 
an estimated
entitlement for the 
new year. Schools 
complete FDP 
contract packets 
and begin to make 
requests for USDA 
Foods.

In September/October 
TDA will update the 
current school year 
with the actual total 
lunches served from 
last completed school 
year. In November, 
USDA reconciles the 
previous year’s 
entitlement purchases. 
This may change your 
entitlement. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that the annual cycle of USDA Foods starts in January for the upcoming program/school year. Draw the participant’s attention to the purple box at the top of the slide. EXPLAIN that preparations for a new program year start in January. Current meal counts and an ESTIMATED rate of assistance are used to calculate an ESTIMATED entitlement amount for the new program year. CEs need to complete the FDP contract packet in TX-UNPS to indicate if they will be participating in: USDA Foods Processing, the DoD Fresh Program, and/or DoD Farm to School. Once the contract is submitted in TX-UNPS, they are then able to make requests to TDA for various USDA Foods via surveys in TX-UNPS.  EXPLAIN that in March, TDA will close surveys in TX-UNPS and generate food request results into truckload quantities to submit to USDA as orders. USDA uses the orders to announce solicitations for bids from industry. Mention that this is why the requests for food for the upcoming school year start so early in the year.  EXPLAIN that in June, the DoD Farm to School surveys close. In July, the USDA publishes the actual rate of assistance. This may change the school’s entitlement amount that was estimated in January. EXPLAIN that in September/October, TDA will update the current school year with the actual total lunches served from the last completed school year. The state’s entitlement balance gets redistributed using the updated TLS. In November, the USDA reconciles the previous year’s entitlement purchases. If there were unspent monies from the previous year, the USDA would roll the balance into the current year and TDA would distribute the amount to all schools on a fair share basis. These events may increase or decrease your entitlement.



TX-UNPS Contract Packet

16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The packet must be completed in TX-UNPS by an authorized user.
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USDA Foods Distribution TX-UNPS
Contract 
Packet

Select DoD

Select 
Processing

Complete 
Survey

Weekly 
Commodity 

Bulletin

Order Food

Process 
Invoices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram shows the flow of the USDA process.  The first step is the application packet.
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Completing the Contract Packet in TX-UNPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Completing the packet is done in TXUNPS by an authorized user. https://tdafn.s3.amazonaws.com/Articulate/TXUNPS_CompletingtheContractPacket/story.htmlClick on the picture to take you to the video.  This video will walk us through the steps.

https://tdafn.s3.amazonaws.com/Articulate/TXUNPS_CompletingtheContractPacket/story.html


DoD Fresh Program

19
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USDA Foods Distribution TX-UNPS
Application 

Packet

Select DoD

Select 
Processing

Complete 
Survey

Weekly 
Commodity 

Bulletin

Order Food

Process 
Invoices



Department of Defense Fresh Program
Partnership between USDA and DoD

Allows CEs to use their entitlement dollars to buy fresh produce

DoD Fresh Allocation
US SY14, $131 million

Texas SY 14, $20 million

Program Facts
Available in 46 states
One-time distribution by TDA as a fair share percentage

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#SAY Some of you may be wondering how the Department of Defense became a partner with the USDA. EXPLAIN that  years ago the USDA attempted to buy fresh produce for NSLP, but when the fruit made its way from the vendor to the contracted warehouse and then to the schools, it was no longer in good condition. The USDA and DoD met at a national conference to brainstorm on how these two agencies could work together to provide fresh produce for schools. It turns out that the DoD has a huge buying power in the produce market because it purchases a lot of produce for military bases and Veteran Affairs hospitals. Currently, the DoD contracts with produce vendors to deliver fresh produce to schools participating in the program. Participants can use a portion of their entitlement to participate in the DoD Fresh Program. EXPLAIN that the DoD Fresh Program is different from the USDA Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program.



Advantages of 
DoD Fresh

Consistency Variety

Ease of 
Ordering

High Quality

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that there are several advantages to the DoD Fresh Program.Consistency: The produce catalog is updated on a weekly basis and schools can order products each week.Variety: The DoD Fresh Program offers a variety of produce in different forms (whole, precut, pack sizes). Orders can be made throughout the year, but the greatest variety of produce is usually at the beginning of the school year. Ease of Ordering: DoD Fresh orders are placed via the web-based system FFAVORS. High Quality: DoD ensures that the produce in this program is of the highest quality through produce quality audits. In these quality audits, DoD staff evaluate the vendors GHP (Good Handling Practices), GAP (Good Agricultural Practices) and HACCP (Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points) programs. They also conduct tests of the produce for quality and grade evaluations
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• Assigned vendors
• Assigned delivery 

schedule
• One delivery per week
• Specifications

• Orders places no fewer than 6 
days before delivery date

• At least $100
• Changes to orders done in 

FFAVORS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN the following information regarding ordering DoD Fresh produce.The DoD will assign produce vendors to CEs participating in the DoD Fresh Program. Your DoD representative will be emailing you sometime in August with a lot of important information such as the name of your vendor, instruction sheets for navigating through FFAVORS, and the current market report for fresh produce. Keep an eye out for this email! CEs will also be assigned their delivery date and schedule. CEs will receive one delivery per week.Orders must be placed no less than six business days before the delivery date. For instance, if you get deliveries on Friday the order has to be submitted by Saturday. You can order up to ten days in advance. CEs should try to place DoD orders earlier in the year for more of a variety of fresh produce.  DoD Fresh orders must be at least $100. If you miss your ordering cut-off date, then you must call your DoD representative to have them enter your order.  If you need to make changes to an order, it must be done in FFAVORS. Do not call the vendor to request changes. 



Distribution

DoD Fresh produce is delivered by DoD 
contracted produce vendors.

When the fresh produce is delivered, the 
CE is responsible for

• checking for shortages or overages;
• inspecting produce for quality; and
• contacting DoD representative with 

any questions or concerns regarding 
delivery. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that the DoD awards contracts to produce vendors which are responsible for the delivery of DoD Fresh orders. CEs indicate on the DoD Information Sheet where produce should be delivered. The produce is shipped directly to the CE and the CE is responsible forcounting and verifying the shipment; noting any overages or shortages on the bill of lading;inspecting the fresh produce for quality issues or damages that may have occurred during shipment; andcontacting your DoD Representative with any questions or concerns regarding the delivery.



DoD Farm to School
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USDA/DoD 
Farm to School 

Program
Participants can use entitlement to request fresh 
locally grown produce

26

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The DoD is also a partner in using its vendors to procure locally grown foods for schools participating in NSLP. DoD Farm to School Produce.



DoD Farm to School

Texas Grown!

Watermelon Grapefruit

Oranges Apples
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that in Texas we have 4 locally grown products that are available during their peak season for the DoD Farm to School (FTS) Program.  These include:Seedless watermelonRed apples GrapefruitOranges. EXPLAIN that the DoD FTS program has been enhanced over the years based on feedback from program participants. For instance, the watermelons offered used to be of the seeded variety and come in a pack size of 60 pounds. Now the product is seedless and in a pack size that is 35 pounds. CE feedback about USDA Foods is an important part of the FDP! 
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Calendar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAY As previously mentioned, the products offered in the DoD FTS program are available during their peak season. This slide shows the DoD FTS products and their delivery periods. SAY As you can see in this example, watermelons are available from September 1 through the week of October 13. On this calendar, you will also see the pack size and cost per case. The price shown is what you will pay (with entitlement dollars) at any time during the school year, even if the commercial costs for the product increases.  For a copy of the DoD Farm to School calendar, contact CommodityOperations@TexasAgriculture.gov.



Distribution 

• Local farmer produce vendor
contracted warehouse

• Weekly pre-allocations occur each Tuesday
• Delivery requests are made in TX-UNPS
• MUST take every case of fresh produce 

allocated

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that: DoD FTS weekly pre-allocations occur each Tuesday. This allows CEs time to meet the 48 business hour requirement when completing an order form that includes DoD FTS product. REMIND participants that they must complete delivery order forms 48 business hours prior to the next delivery date.DoD FTS differs from Regular USDA Foods in that you must take all of your allocation on your next available delivery date following the allocation date. For example, if you ordered 100 cases of apples for the first week in October, you must take all 100 cases on your next scheduled delivery after allocation. This is to ensure that a fresh product is served to your students.



USDA Foods Processing
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USDA Foods Distribution TX-UNPS
Application 

Packet

Select DoD

Select 
Processing

Complete 
Survey

Weekly 
Commodity 

Bulletin

Order Food

Process 
Invoices



32USDA Foods Processing

Strips

Nuggets

Fajitas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#EXPLAIN that some USDA Foods such as whole turkeys or whole chickens are more difficult to use and prepare by the CE. Therefore, many CEs have turned to the food processing industry to convert bulk or hard-to-use USDA Foods into more convenient and usable end products. In the example shown, a whole chicken can be converted into strips, nuggets, or fajitas by a food processor.



33Examples of Processed End Products
USDA Foods Processed End Products
Pork Cooked crumbles

Shredded Pork
Beef Beef patties

Crumbles
Meatballs

Eggs Egg patties
Breakfast burritos

Turkey Turkey ham
Turkey breast deli slices

Flour, mozzarella, tomato paste Pizza
Apples Apple slices

Applesauce

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that CEs can choose to use their entitlement dollars to request both Regular USDA Foods and bulk USDA Foods for further processing.  For example, the Regular USDA Food, ground beef, can be sent to a processor to be converted into beef patties. The CE can also request bulk beef and have it processed into beef patties. REVIEW the examples of USDA Foods and processed end products shown on the slide. ASK participants if they currently use any of the end products mentioned in the slide in their foodservice operation. What are some end products that are popular with their students?



34Diverting USDA Foods to a Processor

36,000 lbs
chicken

42,000 lbs
ground beef

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that USDA Foods must be diverted to a processor in truckload quantities. For instance, 42,000 pounds of ground beef equals one truckload. A full truckload of chicken is 36,000 pounds. Trucks are shipped from the USDA to a processor and USDA pays the shipping cost. ASK participants if their school could handle a full truckload of chicken or beef.



Pooled purchasing power through a single entity.
Smaller CEs are able to divert pounds to processing.
Must properly procure for foods, goods or services.
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Processing Co-ops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that most schools in Texas are too small to divert a full truckload of USDA Foods to a processor, so they join a processing co-op. By joining a processing co-op, schools are able to collectively commit enough pounds to make a full truckload and increase their USDA Foods options. The services of a processing co-op managed by a third party entity must be contracted through a competitive procurement process. CEs must be able to provide documentation that federal procurement requirements were followed. An Interlocal Agreement is required for coops run by Interlocal government entities (i.e. ESCs, counties). CEs may consult with their own counsel to ensure that their contracts and inter-local agreements with 3rd party entities ensures access to all records, reports, and documents to ensure rebates, discounts, and other applicable credits accrue to the CE, not to the ESC cooperative.



A co-op coordinator will

Processing Co-ops
Hold meetings with members;
Assist schools with committing pounds;
Submit requests to TDA via TX-UNPS; and
Develop requests for proposals to award 

commodity beds to processors

36

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that in Texas we have approximately 14 processing co-ops, each with a coordinator. The co-op coordinator willhold meetings with members of the co-op to help schools determine the number of pounds of USDA Foods to commit for further processing; enter the processing requests into TX-UNPS; and provide a list of approved processed items to order from the processor. Schools large enough to process on their own, make the decisions about how many pounds to commit to further processing and enter the information into TX-UNPS. Schools large enough to process on their own and co-ops must properly procure a processor to convert their USDA Foods into end products.  They can only award a contract to a processor that has an agreement with TDA to do business in Texas. 



Ask yourself

Do I utilize all my 
entitlement?

Are regular USDA 
Foods popular with 
the students?

Do I have sufficient 
labor to handle the 
product in its raw 
form?

Is the USDA Food 
in the form I can 
use in my facility?

37

Is food safety a 
concern?



38Benefits of USDA Food Processing

Makes the most efficient use of donated food

 Increases food safety

 Increases lunch participation, which increases entitlement dollars

Converts donated foods into more convenient and usable forms

Decreases food service labor

Results in products with a child nutrition (CN) label

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLICK the presentation to reveal some of the benefits of USDA Foods processing.REVIEW the slide.



Child Nutrition (CN) Labels

Provides assurance 
that foods provide the 
stated contribution 
toward CN meal 
pattern requirements. 

Must keep records of 
original CN label. 

Photograph or 
photocopy is 
acceptable 
documentation. 

39

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that CN labels provide a way for food manufacturers to communicate with program operators about how their products may contribute to the meal pattern requirements. CLICK the presentation to reveal text. EXPLAIN that the CN Label is the gold standard for verifying the crediting of menu items and provides a warranty against audit claims when the product is used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Valid and acceptable documentation for the CN label is:the original CN Label from the product carton; ora photocopy of the CN Label as it appears on the original product carton; ora photograph of the CN Label as it appears on the original product carton. (CN Labels that are photocopied or photographed must be visible and legible.)EMPHASIZE that the standard should be to keep the original CN Label or photocopy/photograph of the CN Label on file. The CE should only be using the bill of lading and watermarked CN label in those instances in which the original CN Label is not available. NOTE Additional information on CN Labels is available on SquareMeals/Training “Supporting Documentation in NSLP” or at https://rise.articulate.com/share/sXcEU_sjMChqlqdHCnVzgUYwNb1J1PBM#/



40Entitlement Usage
USDA Foods 

Pounds

USDA Food 
Value per pound

Total Entitlement 
Used

1000

$0.40

$400.00

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that entitlement dollars are used by schools to participate in USDA Foods processing. To calculate how much entitlement you will use, multiply the USDA Foods pounds by the USDA Food value per pound. ASK participants to calculate the example in their participant guide.CLICK the presentation to reveal the answer to the example.  SAY For example, if you are sending 1000 pounds of chicken to a processor and the USDA Food value per pound of chicken is $0.40, it would cost you $400 of entitlement. The value of the product is passed through when that whole chicken is converted into a chicken nugget. Out-of-pocket expenses depend on which value pass through (VPT) option you choose.  
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Value Pass-Through (VPT)
The methods used to credit CEs for the value of USDA Foods.

Net off Invoice

Refund Option

Direct Sale

Three Texas VPT Options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that federal law requires that CEs receive the full value of their USDA Foods. When processing, this value must be passed through to the CE by the processor. For example, in the previous slide the USDA Food value of the chicken was $400. The processor must credit the CE for the $400 when the chicken is made into chicken nuggets.The method used to credit the CE for the value of the USDA Food is called the value pass-through. In Texas, three options for VPT exist: Net off Invoice, Refund Option and Direct Sale.  As a school, you choose which VPT to use. 
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Net off Invoice (NOI)
1. Processor uses raw USDA Foods or substitutable commercial inventory to produce end 

products.
2. End products are purchased by a distributor for the commercial price.
3. CE orders from distributor and invoiced net price.
4. Distributor requests a rebate from the processor.

Raw product to processor

Distributor invoices net price

Processor invoices the distributor commercial 
price, and distributor requests rebate for the 
value of the USDA Food. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that Net off Invoice is also known as indirect discount. NOI allows a processor to use raw USDA Foods or their substitutable commercial inventory to produce end products for schools. The end products are purchased through a distributor such as Labatt or Sysco for the commercial price of the product.  The product is then ordered by the CE and the distributor invoices the school a net price which is the commercial price minus the USDA Food value for the processed end product. The distributor will request a rebate from the processor for the USDA Food value of the processed end product.   ASK participants how the USDA Food value is passed through in NOI.Expected answer: The value of the USDA Food is passed through by the distributor charging the net price for the end product.
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Refund Option
1. Processor uses raw USDA Foods or substitutable commercial inventory to produce end 

products.
2. End products are purchased by a distributor for the commercial price.
3. CE orders from distributor and invoiced bid price.
4. CE submits rebate for value of USDA Food to the processor.

Raw product to processor

Distributor invoices net price

Processor 
invoices the 
distributor 
commercial 
price. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that the refund option is similar to NOI. The only difference is that the school pays the commercial price for the end product, and then submits a refund form to the processor for value of the USDA Foods contained in the end product received through the distributor. ASK participants how the USDA Food value is passed through in the Refund Option. Expected answer: The value of the USDA Food is passed through when the CE receives the rebate from the processor.
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Direct Sale
1. Processor uses raw USDA Foods to produce end products.
2. Processor delivers end products to CE.
3. CE is invoiced net price.

Raw product to processor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that the Direct Sale option, also known as Direct Delivery, is used primarily by school districts that are large enough to receive the end products directly at their school, as opposed through a distributor. Schools are billed the net price for the product. If you are a member of a processing co-op, this process requires approval from your co-op coordinator.ASK participants how the USDA Food value is passed through in the Direct Sale. Expected answer: The value of the USDA Food is passed through when the CE is invoiced the net price from the processor. 
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Other Systems

Fee-For-Service Billed 
by a Processor

Fee-For-Service Billed 
by a Distributor

Two other processing options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that two other processing options are Fee-For-Service Billed by a Processor and Fee-For-Service Billed by a Distributor. You might hear these options described as VPT.
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Fee-For-Service Billed by a Processor
1. Processor uses raw USDA Foods to produce end products.
2. The end product is delivered to the CE or state-contracted warehouse.
3. CE is invoiced processing fee.
4. Delivery and storage fees may apply for end products delivered from warehouse.

Raw product to processor

Delivery fees from warehouse

End products 
delivered to 
warehouse

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that Fee-For-Service billed by a processor was the only option used in Texas for many years. With this option, the processor takes the actual load of USDA Food and produces it into one or more end products for the school. The end product is delivered to the school or to the contracted warehouse.  The CE is invoiced a processing fee (fee-for-service) which is a bid price per raw pound of USDA Food needed to produce the end product. If the end product is delivered to the contracted warehouse, the CE might incur delivery and possible storage fees.    ASK participants how the USDA Food value is passed through in the Fee-For-Service billed by a processor. Expected answer: The value of the bulk USDA Food is passed through by the processor only charging the CE for processing fees (fee-for-service).
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Fee-For-Service Billed by a Distributor
1. Processor uses raw USDA Foods to produce end products.
2. End products are purchased by a distributor and invoiced processing fee.
3. CEs order products from distributor and are invoiced bid price.

Raw product to processor

Distributor invoices CE bid price

End products 
are purchased 
by a Distributor 
and it is 
invoiced Fee-
For-Service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN the process of Fee-For-Service billed by a distributor:The processor takes the actual load of USDA Food and produces it into one or more end products for the school.  The end product is delivered to a distributor and the distributor is invoiced the processing fee (fee-for-service). The distributor delivers the end product to the CE and invoices the fee-for-service price plus delivery service charges (bid price). This processing option is also known as modified fee-for-service.  ASK participants how the USDA Food value is passed through in the Fee-For-Service billed by a distributor. Expected answer: The value of the bulk USDA Food is passed through by the processor only charging the distributor for processing fees (fee-for-service). The distributor passes the value through by only charging the CE bid price. 



Distribution
• Fee-For-Service Billed by a Processor: Processor or 

Contracted Warehouse
• Fee-For-Service Billed by a Distributor: Distributor
• Net off Invoice: Distributor
• Refund Option: Distributor
• Direct Sale: Processor

48

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that the delivery of processed USDA Foods is dependent upon the VPT option selected. With the Fee-For-Service billed by a processor option, delivery of end products will be from the processor or contracted warehouse to the CE. The delivery of processed foods from the contracted warehouse is the same process as regular USDA Food items.  For the Fee-For-Service billed by a distributor, NOI, and Refund options, delivery of processed end products will come through distributors. These deliveries will be coordinated between the CE and distributors. With the Direct Sale option, end products are delivered by the processor and must be coordinated between the CE and processor. 



Regular USDA Foods
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USDA Foods Distribution TX-UNPS
Application 

Packet

Select DoD

Select 
Processing

Complete 
Survey

Weekly 
Commodity 

Bulletin

Order Food

Process 
Invoices
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Regular USDA Foods or “Brown Box”

 USDA Food items not 
sent for further 
processing.

 Foods requested by 
schools for onsite 
preparation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that each year, the USDA purchases some ready-to-use products such as canned fruit and canned vegetables that can be prepared onsite. These foods are referred to as Regular USDA Foods or “brown box” items.
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Examples of Regular USDA Foods

Breaded 
Chicken

Canned 
Vegetables

Cut-up 
Chicken

Flour Canned 
Fruit

Ground 
Beef

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that some examples of Regular USDA Foods include breaded chicken, ground beef, whole grain blend flour, cut-up chicken, canned fruits, and canned vegetables.  ASK participants if they currently use Regular USDA Foods or plan to request them. 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=http://www.iherb.com/King-Arthur-Flour-Whole-Wheat-Flour-Unbleached-5-lbs-2-27-kg/33464&ei=KsH1VNzZI46pyASr5ICQDA&bvm=bv.87269000,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNG73XjSJvgo8O-d7v5D1igl_2nY1w&ust=1425478295366102
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Requests for Regular USDA Foods

TX-UNPS
In January, 

preparations for a new 
program year begin. 
CEs complete the 

Annual Survey.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that each January, TDA will begin preparing for a new program year. As a reminder, the program year runs from July through June.  REMIND participants that there is no guarantee that the USDA will buy or deliver items requested by states. So, while you may think you are “ordering” USDA Foods, you are, in fact, placing requests for the items and quantities you want, in the format of a survey.ASK participants what needs to be done before making requests for USDA Foods
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Benefits and Challenges for Regular USDA Foods

Benefits of Using 
Regular USDA Foods

Potential Challenges 
of Using Regular USDA 

Foods
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Survey in TX-UNPS
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Using USDA Foods

Ingredients 
or food items 

for 
reimbursable 

meals

School related 
function 

where the 
students are 
the primary 

beneficiaries

Sold as a la 
carte items

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#EXPLAIN that CEs may use USDA Foods to prepare required food items or side dishes for reimbursable meals and other meal service activities (a la carte sales, breakfasts, lunches, and snacks). Foods sold as a la carte items: CEs may sell USDA Foods in their original form or as ingredients in a la carte items if the same food or end products are also available during the school day or year as components of the reimbursable lunch.  Foods sold in school related functions: CEs may also use USDA Foods in the preparation for any school-related functions where the primary beneficiaries of the meals or food products are the students.  All funds derived from the sale of these meals/food products that include USDA Foods must be deposited into the nonprofit School Nutrition Program (SNP) account and be used for the operation or improvement of such service. Do not deposit any of the funds into separate accounts, such as accounts for funds derived from catering or vending events. 



USDA Foods for 
Disaster Feeding

• Must make USDA Foods available for disaster relief 
agencies. 

• Receipt for USDA Foods used for disaster feeding.
• CEs may be credited USDA Food entitlement.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that when the President or other authorized official has declared a major disaster or a situation of distress, disaster organizations, such as the Red Cross or Salvation Army, may request approval from TDA to receive USDA Foods for use in providing congregate meal service to disaster victims. USDA Foods are made available by USDA in emergency situations whether they are stored in schools, school warehouses, or state-contracted warehouses. Proper receipts should be on file for all USDA Foods released to the disaster relief agencies from a warehouse or school. All USDA Foods must be accounted for when used in schools operating as shelters. This is very important in ensuring that the foods are replaced or replaced in value. CEs may receive USDA Food entitlement credit for USDA Foods used during presidentially declared disasters. For the USDA Foods that have been processed, CEs may receive credit only for the value of bulk USDA Foods in processed end products. 



Food Service 
Management Companies 
(FSMCs), Caterers and 

USDA Foods

 Full value of USDA Foods returned to CE.
 Requests in TX-UNPS.
 Compliance with federal requirements.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK participants if they are in contracts with a FSMC or caterer.EXPLAIN that when crediting for and using USDA Foods while in contracts with FSMCs or caterers, CEs must ensure the following:The FSMC or caterer must return all discounts, rebates, and full value of USDA Foods back to the CE.The FSMC may submit requests in TX-UNPS on behalf of the CE, if the assigned Food Service Director is part of the FSMC.The caterer, if applicable, must coordinate requests with the CE. The CE is then responsible for submitting requests in TX-UNPS.In the FSMC or caterer contract, the CE must identify procedures or activities that will be necessary to comply with federal requirements for crediting and use of USDA Foods. 



Forecasting

• Evaluate resources
• Project expenses
• Determine needs

64

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that forecasting is planning. This process allows a CE to evaluate their resources, project their expenses, and determine their needs prior to initiating a solicitation and making requests for USDA Foods. CEs must consider existing inventories of USDA Foods to properly forecast future needs. In order to forecast what is needed and when it will be needed, a CE needs to think about how and why some aspect of the CE’s food service might change from one year to the next. For instance, the district may have Built a new school;Re-zoned schools;Decided to operate the Community Eligibility Provision; orClosed a school.
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Tips to Maximize USDA Foods

Request 
USDA 

Foods for 
multiple 

uses

Make 
menu 
driven 

requests

Use USDA 
Foods for 
summer 
feeding 

programs

Analyze 
costs and 

values

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ASK participants to list and share what practices they may have in place to maximize use of USDA Foods or their commercial foods.  On a flip chart note the participant’s responses.CLICK the presentation to reveal a list.EXPLAIN that the following tips can help CEs maximize the use of USDA Foods and entitlement dollars.  Make menu driven requests. Your menu is the heart of your operation, and it must take into account student likes and dislikes as well as meet nutritional requirements for reimbursable meals. Your menu should determine which USDA Foods you elect to use. Plan menus before requests for USDA Foods are made in January if possible.Request USDA Foods with multiple uses. Consider requesting USDA Foods that are versatile and can be used in different menu items.Use USDA Foods for summer feeding programs. If you have any excess inventory at the end of a school year, USDA Foods may be used during summer feeding programs.Analyze costs and values. Do not assume that using a product containing USDA Foods represents a savings. Take these factors into consideration: Does the product containing USDA Foods have a commercial equivalent to guarantee consistency in your menu? Can you afford the commercial equivalent if you run out of the USDA Food? If processing, have you considered all costs: state charges (if any), handling fee for distributor, and storage fees? Analyze your expenses to make thoughtful, smart purchasing decisions! Once you have determined the actual portion cost of items you want to serve, you will have a basis for comparison and for making decisions on the best use of your entitlement dollars. 
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Food Groups
• Meat/Meat Alternates
• Vegetables/Fruit

• Other Foods
• Grains

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that USDA Foods are divided into different food groups. Meat/Meat Alternates: ground beef, beef crumbles, beans, cheese, chicken, turkey, eggs Vegetables/Fruit: apples, apricots, peaches, strawberries, beans, tomatoes, sweet potatoes; frozen and canned Other Foods: soy bean oil, vegetable oil Grains: flour, pastas, tortillas



USDA Foods Types

Entitlement
Foods requested 
by CEs that utilize 
entitlement dollars.

Agriculture surplus 
or market support 

foods. These foods 
do not use 

entitlement dollars.
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Bonus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that entitlement foods are foods that utilize entitlement dollars. These includeRegular USDA Foods, foods not sent to a company for processing;  fresh produce through the Department of Defense (DoD) Fresh Program and the DoD Farm to School program;  processed foods; and  surplus foods. Surplus is excess inventory at the contracted warehouse that does not belong to a CE. This will be discussed more in later sections. EXPLAIN that as USDA foods are allocated to the CE, entitlement dollars will be deducted from your total amount in TX-UNPS.Occasionally, the USDA will offer bonus USDA Foods. They are provided to the CEs with the understanding that they can be incorporated into meal preparations without waste. Additionally, bonus USDA foods do not utilize entitlement.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that each year, the USDA releases a list of the USDA Foods that may be available for the year. This list is subject to change depending on state distributing agency decisions, market availability, and available funding. TDA makes the final decisions about which USDA Foods from the list will be offered based on historical demand and CE feedback. In Texas we offer a variety of choices that meet current meal pattern requirements. CEs can request to add items from the Foods Available List to the annual survey if it is not already on the survey. Simply email TDA at CommodityOperations@TexasAgriculture.gov.  CLICK the presentation to reveal an enlarged section of the chart shown. EXPLAIN that this list helps the participants choose foods to meet the current meal pattern requirements. For example, foods such as tomato sauce and diced tomatoes are marked with RO to indicate they belong to the Red/Orange Vegetable Subgroup.    REFER to the USDA website Foods Available Lists: http://www.fns.usda.gov/fdd/foods-expected-be-available  Or http://squaremeals.org/Programs/FoodDistributionProgram/USDAFoodsOfferedforNSLP.aspx
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1. Download the complaint form from 
Squaremeals.org

2. Scan and email the completed form to 
commodityoperations@texasagriculture.gov

or fax to 888-237-4864

USDA Foods Complaints

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that USDA, as well as TDA, wants to hear CE concerns regarding the Food Distribution Program. If, in the judgment of CE personnel, the USDA Foods received do not meet specifications, or if there is a problem relating to the appearance, quality, texture, odor, etc. of the foods, contact TDA as soon as possible. TDA and USDA take all complaints seriously and act appropriately to correct the deficiencies.  REFER participants to www.squaremeals.org webpage to access the USDA Foods Complaint form: http://squaremeals.org/Programs/FoodDistributionProgram/FDPAdministrationForms.aspx 

mailto:commodityoperations@texasagriculture.gov


Product 
Information

Sheets • Crediting/Yield
• Culinary Tips
• Food Safety Info
• Nutrition Facts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that USDA Foods product information sheets, formerly known as USDA Foods fact sheets, are available for many USDA Food items. These product information sheets are located on the USDA’s Food Distribution Program webpage. In TX-UNPS, there are also links to most product information sheets. Each sheet provides basic information that will help a CE make the best use of USDA Foods. For instance, in the example shown you can see information on the product, pack size, yield, and nutritional information. EXPLAIN that the product information sheets also contain cooking instructions and examples of how to use the product. The product information sheets can be used as supporting documentation for an Administrative Review conducted by TDA.   REFER participants to the USDA’s Food Distribution Program webpage to access the USDA Foods product information sheets: http://www.fns.usda.gov/fdd/nslp-usda-foods-fact-sheets 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can find the product information sheets on Squaremeals.org.Click on slide to activate.
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Word Bank
1. Surplus
2. Texas Department of Agriculture
3. October
4. Bonus
5. Total Lunches Served (TLS)
6. July
7. Support of Domestic Agriculture

_____________________________administers 
the Food Distribution Program in Texas.

In______the USDA releases the actual rate of 
assistance. This may change the amount of 
your entitlement.

____________________________and 
providing nutritious foods for CEs to use in food 
service operations are two key roles of the food 
distribution program.

______ foods utilize your entitlement dollars.

_________________________is multiplied by 
the commodity rate of assistance to determine 
total entitlement.

Key Terms Review
Texas Department of Agriculture 

Total Lunches Served (TLS)

July

Support of Domestic Agriculture

Bonus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#EXPLAIN that we will review some of the key terminology from what we have talked about so far. CLICK the presentation to reveal the correct answers.
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USDA Foods Distribution TX-UNPS
Application 

Packet

Select DoD

Select 
Processing

Complete 
Survey

Weekly 
Commodity 

Bulletin

Order Food

Process 
Invoices
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Weekly Commodity Bulletin in TX-UNPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click on the picture to take you to the video.  https://tdafn.s3.amazonaws.com/Articulate/TXUNPS_ReviewingWeeklyCommodityBulletin/story.html

https://tdafn.s3.amazonaws.com/Articulate/TXUNPS_ReviewingWeeklyCommodityBulletin/story.html
https://tdaeducationonline.articulate-online.com/p/1071885552/DocumentViewRouter.ashx?Cust=10718&DocumentID=4513dec4-91c0-48a4-b6dd-b14ed28eda97&Popped=True&v=5&InitialPage=story.html
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USDA Foods Distribution TX-UNPS
Application 

Packet

Select DoD

Select 
Processing

Complete 
Survey

Weekly 
Commodity 

Bulletin

Order Food

Process 
Invoices
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Creating the Order in TX-UNPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Squaremeals.org – watch video onlineClick on the picture to take you to the video.  https://tdafn.s3.amazonaws.com/Articulate/TXUNPS_CreateDeliveryOrder/story.html

https://tdafn.s3.amazonaws.com/Articulate/TXUNPS_CreateDeliveryOrder/story.html
https://tdaeducationonline.articulate-online.com/p/1071885552/DocumentViewRouter.ashx?Cust=10718&DocumentID=4513dec4-91c0-48a4-b6dd-b14ed28eda97&Popped=True&v=5&InitialPage=story.html


Receiving, Storing and 
Handling USDA Foods
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BEFORE signing receiving documents

• Make sure items delivered were 
ordered on the TX-UNPS CE 
Delivery Form

• Count the number of cases
• Check for damages
• Note Shortages/Damages on the 

bill of lading

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#EXPLAIN to the participants that before taking possession of and signing for receipt of USDA Foods, the representative of the CE that will be receiving the food must inspect all of the items. They should:Make sure the items delivered were ordered on the TX-UNPS CE delivery order form. Count the number of cases. Check for overages or shortages in the order.Check for damages. Look for ripped bags, broken cartons, etc.Note shortages/damages on the bill of lading from the state-contracted warehouse. The bill of lading will be given to the CE by the driver of the truck and it will list the items on the shipment. It is important to have documentation of shortages and damages.



Questionable Deliveries

If the product is in questionable condition or the quantity is not correct:
• Note exception on delivery document.
• Sign the bill of lading and have the driver sign it as well.
• Notify TDA.

Refuse and do not unload product:
• That is infested with living animals or insects.
• That has evidence of infestation. 
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80Handling USDA Foods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EXPLAIN that safe handling of USDA Foods is essential in preventing food borne illness. Follow these four steps to keep foods safe:Clean: Make sure individuals handling USDA Foods are washing their hands and keeping cooking surfaces clean. Separate: Keep foods separate to prevent cross- contamination. For example, raw chicken and fresh vegetables. Cook: Make sure foods are cooked to proper temperatures. Chill: Keep cold foods at proper temperatures. 
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Storing USDA Foods

• Sanitary
• Free from animal and insect 

infestations
• Maintained at proper temperatures
• Maintained with proper storage 

protocols: appropriate ventilation, 
safe stacking, etc.

• Rotating inventory properly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#EXPLAIN that all CEs must safeguard USDA Foods after taking possession of these products. The CEs must ensure they have adequate storage facilities for the amount of USDA Foods requested and accepted. CEs should become familiar with and adhere to state and local health codes that apply to stored USDA Food products. Storage facilities should be:SanitaryFree from animal and insect infestationsMaintained at proper temperaturesMaintained with proper storage protocols: appropriate ventilation, safe stacking, etc.Rotating inventory properly 



82USDA Foods Storage Timeline

Storage is free 
for the first 45 
days after a 

new allocation.

Private storage fees 
begin on the 46th day. 

Contracted 
warehouses bid 

different rates for each 
storage category: dry, 

chilled, frozen.

6 months: Long 
term storage 
starts when 

USDA Foods are 
stored longer 

than 6 months. 
Storage rates 

double!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLICK the presentation to reveal the callout boxes.EXPLAIN to the participants that USDA Foods are stored in contracted warehouses for free for the first 45 days after a new allocation. EXPLAIN that on the 46th day of storage, the contracted warehouses will start charging storage fees. The warehouses bid different rates for each storage category: dry, chilled, and frozen. These storage fees are out-of-pocket expenses and CEs should aim to have products delivered to them before the 46th day. EXPLAIN that USDA Foods stored longer than six months are listed as long-term storage on the weekly commodity bulletins. At this point private storage rates double.USDA regulations prohibit school inventories of donated foods in excess of six months.CEs should aim to have inventory delivered to them before this point.TDA monitors inventory at the state-contracted warehouses. A CE will receive notification from TDA prior to inventory changing from short-term to long-term storage. TDA can sweep inventory from a CE if it is in excess of six months and reallocate to those CEs that need extra inventory. REVIEW the timeline with the participants
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USDA Foods Distribution TX-UNPS
Application 

Packet

Select DoD

Select 
Processing

Complete 
Survey

Weekly 
Commodity 

Bulletin

Order Food

Process 
Invoices



Distribution of USDA Foods

USDA will ship 
requested food 
items to state 

contracted 
warehouses.

• Warehouses will 
receipt for the foods 

received.
• TDA allocates the 

foods in TX-UNPS.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#EXPLAIN that the USDA will ship USDA Foods requested by the CE and ordered by TDA to state-contracted warehouses. However, there are some CEs, Direct Ship Schools, large enough to receive full truckloads of USDA Foods.CEs can look on the Weekly Commodity Bulletin in TX-UNPS to see what items are expected to be shipped to the contracted warehouse in the next three months.  Once the warehouse receives the shipment of USDA Foods, it will record the receipt of the food in TX-UNPS.   CEs will see the items which are allocated to them after TDA allocates the food in TX-UNPS.  Occasionally, truckloads of USDA Foods might be cancelled. In these situations, entitlement is automatically credited back to schools affected by a cancelled truckload as requested units are cleared from TX-UNPS.   REVIEW the answers to the questions. Where can you find out what USDA Foods will be shipped to the state-contracted warehouses in the next three months? And what happens if a truckload of USDA Foods get cancelled?



Delivery Fees
• CEs are charged with TDA-

approved delivery fees by the 
state-contracted warehouse.

• Fees are updated annually.
• Fuel surcharges.

85

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#SAY “How many of you, by show of hands, will be in charge of scheduling deliveries of your allocated USDA Foods?”EXPLAIN that scheduling deliveries of your allocated USDA Foods is made through TX-UNPS. At the start of each school year, the CE should arrange or confirm a delivery schedule with its contracted warehouse. You can find your contracted warehouse in the contract packet as previously mentioned, or in the Weekly Commodity Bulletin. We will talk more about the Weekly Commodity Bulletin in a later module. In order to schedule the delivery of allocated products the CE needs to complete a delivery order form at least 48 business hours (six days) prior to the next delivery date. EXPLAIN that CEs are charged delivery fees and fuel surcharges for deliveries of USDA Foods. The delivery fees are approved by TDA each year and are updated annually.  As of school year 2012, a fuel surcharge is added to the delivery costs of USDA Foods. The fuel surcharge will appear on the delivery invoice and will fluctuate based on fuel prices. Fuel surcharge rates are updated and posted on the TX-UNPS message board. 



86Delivery Fees
Number of 

Cases

Total Invoice to CE

Delivery Cost Per 
Case

Fuel Surcharge

$31.50

$0.15 per case

10

$3.00

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that the first delivery of the month is based on the number of cases that are being delivered and there is not a minimum number of cases that need to be ordered.The first delivery can be calculated as follows: The number of cases ordered is multiplied by the delivery cost per case. The fuel surcharge is then added to get the total invoice for the CE.Click the presentation to remove the green outlined box.Explain that following is an example of an invoice for a delivery of USDA Foods.  Click the presentation and Say the CE in this example ordered 10 cases of food at a delivery cost of $3.00 per case. The fuel surcharge is added to that amount to get the total cost of delivery.Click the presentation and say in the example shown the CE would pay $30 plus the surcharge amount.
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Ideal Cities in 7 Regions:
Region 1: Dallas
Region 2: Longview
Region 3: Houston
Region 4: San Antonio
Region 5: McAllen
Region 6: Lubbock
Region 7: El Paso
Region 8: Austin

According to the contract for commercial 
distribution, the 100-mile rule is applied 
using one of these ideal cities in the 8 

geographic regions.

Delivery Fees and the 100-mile Rule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#Say for subsequent deliveries within a month the 100-mile Rule comes into play. Explain that Texas is divided into 7 geographic regions, each with an ideal city.Click the presentation to reveal the highlighted cities.Say the ideal cities are:Region 1- DallasRegion 2- LongviewRegion 3- HoustonRegion 4- San AntonioRegion 5: McAllenRegion 6: LubbockRegion 7: El Paso Explain that according to the RFP for commercial distribution, the 100-mile rule is applied using one of these ideal cities in the 7 geographic regions.Click the presentation to reveal two callout boxes. Explain that CEs are categorized into two categories: those that are 100 miles or less from an ideal city. For example, from San Antonio to Austin it is less than 100 miles. Or those that are more than 100 miles from an ideal city. As shown here it is more than 100 miles from Lubbock to Amarillo. 
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Delivery Fees for Subsequent Deliveries
*Subsequent deliveries with a month include the following rules:

<100 from an ideal city >100 from an ideal city

 CE will be charged a 
20-case minimum rate

 More than 20 cases, 
CE will be charged 
actual cost

 CE will be charged a 
40-case minimum rate

 More than 40 cases, 
CE will be charged 
actual cost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#Explain that for subsequent deliveries within a month, the 100-mile rule determines what fees will be charged to CEs. For CEs that are categorized as being LESS than 100 miles from an ideal city, they must pay at least the 20 case minimum rate for delivery, even if the shipment is less than 20 cases. If the CE is ordering more than 20 cases, they will be charged the actual cost. For CEs that are categorized as being MORE than 100 miles from an ideal city, they must pay at least the 40 case minimum rate for delivery, even if the shipment is less than 40 cases. If the CE is ordering more than 40 cases, they will be charged the actual cost.Refer the participants to the participant guide to work on different scenarios related to delivery charges.*come up with different scenarios*
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Subsequent Delivery Fees Example
Scenario: Anytown ISD is a CE that is more than 
100 miles from an ideal city. They have 40 cases 
allocated to them for the month of September and 
choose two deliveries per month with 20 cases 
each. What would be the total cost of the second 
delivery if the delivery cost is $3.00/ case and 
current fuel surcharge rate is $0.10/ case?

$124.00

(40 cases x $0.10) 
$4.00

40

$3.00

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#EXPLAIN that for subsequent deliveries within a month, the 100-mile rule determines the delivery fees that will be charged to CEs. For CEs that are categorized as being LESS than 100 miles from an ideal city, they must pay at least the 20 case minimum rate for delivery, even if the shipment is less than 20 cases. If the CE is ordering more than 20 cases, they will be charged the actual cost for the cases delivered.For CEs that are categorized as being MORE than 100 miles from an ideal city, they must pay at least the 40 case minimum rate for delivery, even if the shipment is less than 40 cases. If the CE is ordering more than 40 cases, they will be charged the actual cost for the cases delivered.CLICK the presentation to reveal the equation. EXPLAIN that the CE is having 20 cases delivered for the second delivery within a month. However, because the CE is more than 100 miles from an ideal city they will be charged a 40 case minimum. The 40 case minimum is multiplied by the delivery cost of $3.00 per case which is $120.00. That is added to the fuel surcharge which is $0.10 per case multiplied by 40, which is $4.00. CLICK the presentation to reveal the total delivery cost on the invoice which is $124.00.   REFER the participants to the participant guide to work on the other scenario listed. Scenario 2: Nameless ISD is a CE that is less than 100 miles from an ideal city. It has 30 cases allocated to them for the month of October. The CE chooses two deliveries per month. On the first delivery,  the CE took 20 cases. What would be the total cost of the second delivery of 10 cases, if the delivery cost is $3.00 per case and current fuel surcharge rate is $0.10 per case? REVIEW the answer with the participants. In Scenario 2, the CE would pay $62.00. 



Reminders and Summary
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Preparations for 
a new program 
year

CE completes 
contract packet.
Annual Survey 
and Processing 
surveys are 
opened

DoD Fresh 
entitlement is 
distributed

Annual and 
Processing 
surveys close in 
TX-UNPS

Warehouse 
delivery and 
storage costs 
are updated in 
TX-UNPS

DoD FTS 
survey closes

USDA 
announces 
published 
commodity rate 
of assistance

CEs may lose 
or gain 
entitlement

Total meal 
information is 
updated in TX-
UNPS with last 
school year’s 
final count for 
TLS

CE may lose or 
gain entitlement

January February March June July October

Yearly Reminders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLICK the presentation to reveal the months of the year and boxes.EXPLAIN to the participants that USDA Foods are stored in contracted warehouses for free for the first 45 days after a new allocation. EXPLAIN that on the 46th day of storage, the contracted warehouses will start charging storage fees. The warehouses bid different rates for each storage category: dry, chilled, and frozen. These storage fees are out-of-pocket expenses and CEs should aim to have products delivered to them before the 46th day. EXPLAIN that USDA Foods stored longer than six months are listed as long-term storage on the weekly commodity bulletins. At this point private storage rates double.USDA regulations prohibit school inventories of donated foods in excess of six months.CEs should aim to have inventory delivered to them before this point.TDA monitors inventory at the state-contracted warehouses. A CE will receive notification from TDA prior to inventory changing from short-term to long-term storage. TDA can sweep inventory from a CE if it is in excess of six months and reallocate to those CEs that need extra inventory. REVIEW the timeline with the participants
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Weekly Reminders
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Pre-
allocations

Weekly
allocations

FTS weekly pre-
allocations occur each 
Tuesday. This allows CEs 
to meet the 48-business 
hour requirement when 
completing an Order Form 
that includes FTS product. 

Weekly allocations 
occur each 
Thursday.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#EXPLAIN that each Tuesday the DoD Farm to School pre-allocations occur. A pre-allocation for FTS is when a product is not at the warehouse but is expected to be delivered during that same week. This allows CEs to meet the 48 hour requirement when completing an order form that includes FTS products. The CE should add all FTS allocations to the delivery order form.EXPLAIN that weekly allocations occur each Thursday. Once a product is allocated, the CE can add it to delivery order forms.



Invoice Reminders
Invoices should be paid in a 
timely manner!

• Storage and delivery fees from 
state-contracted warehouses.

• Fees from processors and 
distributors.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
PG#EXPLAIN that all invoices should be paid in a timely manner. This includes storage and delivery fees from your state-contracted warehouses; andfees from processors and distributors.
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Did you catch that?

• Time for a trivia activity.

• You will be assigned to a breakout room with 
questions to research and answer with your group.

• Five minutes to work and we will discuss altogether.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IF TIME PERMITS:PG#Put into breakout rooms. Assign them different questions with 5 minutes to research and answer. As the instructor, validate if the answer is correct, or discuss the correct answer with the class. Below is a list of appropriate responses for each question. Ask participants not to read the questions before they have been asked by the instructor.1. Where can I locate information about USDA Foods (i.e., nutrition, food preparation instructions)? USDA has a link for all Product Information Sheets for NSLP USDA Foods. It can be found at http://www.fns.usda.gov/fdd/nslp-usda-foods-fact-sheets. You can also find Product Information Sheet links within each survey next to the item you are requesting. 2. I submitted my initial annual survey for the new school year a few weeks ago.  I would like to add to it.  Do I just go back in the survey and add what I need? You may add requests for USDA Foods as long as the survey is in Open or Re-opened status. You can add items as long as you have unspent entitlement showing as entitlement remaining.  3. What are the delivery charges for Regular USDA Foods through a state-contracted warehouse? Each year, schools are sent notification of delivery charges per case from their contracted warehouse. The delivery fees are approved by TDA each year and are updated annually based on the Consumer Price Index. As of school year 2012, a fuel surcharge was added to the delivery costs of USDA Foods. The fuel surcharge appears on the delivery invoice and fluctuates based on fuel prices. 4. Why are surveys re-opened? Surveys are re-opened because USDA has available USDA Foods for schools to use unspent entitlement on.  5. What is the term “survey”? Survey is the list of USDA Foods available for CEs to make requests for.  6. What are Open Orders in the Delivery Orders-CE in TX-UNPS?  Open Orders are requested orders of items to be delivered from the contracted warehouse. As long as the order is in “open” status it can be modified or deleted. 7. What are surplus items? Surplus items are extra inventory available at the state-contracted warehouse on a first come, first serve basis. CEs can use unspent entitlement on these products. 8. What happens to entitlement from cancelled truckloads? Entitlement is automatically credited back to CEs affected by cancelled truckloads as TDA clears units (cases or pounds) from TX-UNPS.  9. How can I get the contracted warehouse to deliver to different sites in a school district? If a site needs to be added or removed, the CE must first contact the contracted warehouse to negotiate the route schedule. The contracted warehouse will add or modify site information in TX-UNPS. 10. When can schools commit to Processing Reserved?  Schools can commit to processing reserved after they meet with their co-op coordinator to determine how much entitlement is needed for the pounds committed for the school year. If the school is not is a processing co-op, they can commit entitlement dollars to processing reserve when completing the contract packet. 11. How do you commit entitlement to DoD Farm to School? Entitlement is committed as requests are entered in the Farm to School survey. The amount used is displayed at the bottom of the FTS survey.  12. How do you commit entitlement to DoD Fresh? You leave entitlement as available (uncommitted). Depending on the number of participants, a percentage of your unspent entitlement will be committed when TDA completes the entitlement distribution for the DoD Program in TX-UNPS. 13. What is the DoD Fresh Program Information Sheet? The document serves many purposes: 1. Serves as confirmation that you are participating in the program 2. indicates who needs login access to FFAVORS  and 3. how many sites are participating. A new DoD Information Sheet must be completed each year.  14. Where can I find my delivery schedule? In the Contract Packet there is a Delivery Location Profile. In the profile you will find a View Delivery Schedule link. The link will direct you to a calendar with all of your scheduled delivery days.  15. How can I gain access to TX-UNPS? In order to gain access to TX-UNPS you must complete a form FND-101, Certificated of Authority for External Users to get a user ID and password. � 



Food Distribution Program Resources
www.squaremeals.org (TDA Food and Nutrition)

FDP Handbook
NSLP Handbook: Administrator’s Reference Manual (ARM) Section 21, USDA Foods

www.theicn.org (Institute of Child Nutrition)
Online courses

www.commodityfoods.org (American Commodity Distribution Association)
USDA Foods information 
Policy resources

http://www.fns.usda.gov/fdd/food-distribution-programs (USDA Food and Nutrition Service)
FDP programs and resources

http://squaremeals.org/FandNResources/BoostMealAppeal.aspx (Boost Meal Appeal)
F&N program and resources
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CommodityOperations@TexasAgriculture.gov

877-TEX-MEAL

TDA Commodity Operations

www.SquareMeals.org

Contact 
Us
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Acknowledgement Statement

You understand and acknowledge that

the training you are about to take does not cover the entire 
scope of the program; and that

you are responsible for knowing and understanding all 
handbooks, manuals, alerts, notices, and guidance, as well as any 
other forms of communication that provide further guidance, 
clarification, or instruction on operating the program.



In accordance with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights regulations and policies, the USDA, its Agencies, 
offices, and employees, and institutions participating in or administering USDA programs are prohibited from discriminating based on race, color, 
national origin, sex, disability, age, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity in any program or activity conducted or funded by USDA.

Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of communication for program information (e.g. Braille, large print, audiotape, American 
Sign Language, etc.), should contact the Agency (State or local) where they applied for benefits. Individuals who are deaf, hard of hearing or have 
speech disabilities may contact USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339. Additionally, program information may be made 
available in languages other than English. 

To file a program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint Form, (AD-3027) found online at: How to 
File a Complaint, and at any USDA office, or write a letter addressed to USDA and provide in the letter all of the information requested in the form. 
To request a copy of the complaint form, call (866) 632-9992. Submit your completed form or letter to USDA by:

mail:
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20250-9410;

fax: (202) 690-7442; or email: program.intake@usda.gov. 
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.

TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
COMMISSIONER SID MILLER
This product was funded by USDA. 

This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
Food and Nutrition Division
Food Distribution Program www.SquareMeals.org
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tel:800-877-8339
https://www.usda.gov/sites/default/files/documents/USDA-OASCR%20P-Complaint-Form-0508-0002-508-11-28-17Fax2Mail.pdf
https://www.usda.gov/oascr/how-to-file-a-program-discrimination-complaint
mailto:program.intake@usda.gov


Questions?
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